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The A-List.

A Miscellany.
1. Abraham, James Johnston. **LETTSOM:** His Life, Times, Friends and Descendants. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. xx, 498; 145 illustrations, including many full-page plates, folding pedigree, etc., 2 appendices, index; original buckram; a nice copy in rare dustwrapper (taped & slightly defective). London; William Heinemann Medical Books Ltd; 1933.

***John Coakley Lettsom, 1746-1815, was one of the leading physicians of the Eighteenth century and was at the forefront of many of the medical advances of the day. The dustwrapper (seldom found) is the second issue one stating “Cheap Edition” issued to stimulate sales, but the book is the first edition, identical in all respects. From the library of Ralph Pilkington, with his bookplate. #19550

A$125.00
2  Aikman, C. M.  Johnston's Elements of Agricultural Chemistry. From the edition by Sir Charles A. Cameron, M.D. Revised and in great part rewritten by C. M. Aikman. ... Nineteenth Edition. Cr. 8vo; pp. xx, 482, 2(adv.), 16(inserted adv. dated 9/08); a few figures, several tables, index, index; original cloth; (some occasional mild spotting); a nice copy. Edinburgh and London; William Blackwood and Sons; N.D. [c. 1908].  ***A reprint of the 17th edition of 1893.  #36612  A$65.00
3  **Ayres, Clarence.** **HUXLEY.** First Edition; pp. 254, [2](blank); portrait frontispiece, bibliography, index; original cloth; a very good copy in worn dustwrapper. New York; W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., Publishers; (1932). #66031

A$65.00

#65918  

A$15.00
5  Australian Poetry:  **A TREASURY OF FAVOURITE AUSTRALIAN POEMS.**  Roy. 8vo; pp. [iv], 132; several full-page illustrations, marker ribbon; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Ringwood); Viking O’Neil; (1987).  ***First published in 1982.  #23945  

A$30.00
6 Anderson, Eben M. **THERE’S THE SEA.** Illustrations by Robert and Noni Carter. First Edition; pp. xiv, 66(last 5 blank); several illustrations, glossary; original cloth; a nice copy in dustwrapper. New York; Vantage Press; (1985). ***The Author worked for a New Zealand shipping company and many of his verses were published in the Australian Cape Horners magazine; he later retired to Australia. #27829 A$25.00
7 Ashforth, Albert. **THOMAS HENRY HUXLEY.** First Edition; pp. 182, [2](blank); chronology, notes & references, bibliography, index; original vinyl; (a few light ball-point lines in Preface only); a very good copy in slightly worn dustwrapper. New York; Twayne Publishers, Inc.; (1969). ***Twayne’s English Authors Series 84, Sylvia E. Bowman, Editor, Indiana University. #66013 A$50.00
8  Angas, George French.  **SOUTH AUSTRALIA ILLUSTRATED.**  Impl. folio, First Edition; pp. [2](colour-illustrated lithographed title, dated 1846, verso blank), [2](typeset title-page dated 1847, verso blank), [2] (calligraphic litho-engraved Dedication to Queen Adelaide, verso blank), [iii]-iv(List of Subscribers), [4](Preface & General Remarks on the Aboriginal Inhabitants of South Australia); 60 superb hand-coloured litho plates, each with facing leaf of descriptive text (Plate 27 with 2 leaves); finely bound in half green morocco with marbled sides, with matching fitted slipcase by Aquarius; (small, unobtrusive stamp of the Zoological Society almost invisibly erased from two early leaves and present on a third; a few leaves with the faintest browning of extreme margins only); an exceptionally fine, unusually clean copy, the colours brilliant & full, with no sign of fading; rare.  London; Thomas M’Lean; 1846-47.  ***A most attractive copy, both externally and internally, and one of the two outstanding substantial collections of early coloured views of Australia (the other being Joseph Lycett’s Views in Australia, 1824-5), the work contains 41 fine topographical views (on 37 plates), of various parts of South Australia, 19 plates of the Aboriginal inhabitants, their dwellings and artefacts, 3 plates of insects and one of South Australian botany.  A new species of Kangaroo is shown on one of the plates.  The work is of great importance as a contemporary record of South Australia for, as the Author states in his Preface, “With the hope of preserving time and life-like records of men and scenes, so quickly passing away, I have endeavoured by pictorial representation, to describe the most interesting and peculiar features of South Australia and its Aboriginal inhabitants.  I have devoted my time and powers entirely to the accomplishment of this task, visiting all portions of the Colony, and making myself conversant with the manners and habits of native tribes whose existence is unknown to the world”.  The information portrayed on the Aborigines is particularly valuable.  Two of the plates are by S. T. Gill - the view of Adelaide and that showing the Departure of Captain Sturt, August 1844, on the Central Australian Expedition - these are particularly fine early views of the city - and have been sold separately for astronomical figures.  #14526

A$45,000.00
9 **Altick, Richard D.**  **THE ENGLISH COMMON READER.**  
10 Armstrong, Terence; Editor. **YERMAK’S CAMPAIGN IN SIBERIA.** A selection of documents translated from the Russian by Tatiana Minorsky and David Wileman, and edited, with an introduction and notes, by Terence Armstrong. First Edition in English; pp. x, 318(last 3 blank); 2 maps (1 folding), folding frontis, 154 illustrations, references, index; a fine copy in dustwrapper. London; The Hakluyt Society; 1975. ***Hakluyt Society Second Series, Vol. 146. #19071

A$45.00
Adams, Fred. **ORIGINS OF EXISTENCE.** How Life Emerged in the Universe. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. [vi], 266; a few illustrations, glossary, notes, references, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. New York; The Free Press; (2002). #32508 **A$40.00**
12  **Abbott, J. H. M.**  *Out of the Past*. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 72; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. Sydney; The Currawong Publishing Company; N.D. [1944]. ***Brief accounts of various bits of early Australian history originally published in The Bulletin including voyages and explorations: Mendana, Torres, Dampier, Cook, Grant, Bass, etc. #15192 A$25.00
13 **Angel, Jeremy.** *CATS’ KINGDOM.* Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 176; 24 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); Souvenir Press; (1985).

***An interesting account of a cattery in Hokkaido, northern Japan with much observations and illustration of cat behaviour.* #65143 **A$25.00**
14 Americana: FINE BOOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS INCLUDING IMPORTANT AMERICANA. [Ten Auction Catalogues]. 4to; pp. in total over 1900; numerous coloured & b/w. illustrations; original stiff pictorial wrappers. New York; Sotheby's; 1990-2000. ***Listing over 3600 lots, many of great importance; each catalogue (but one) with list of prices realised loosely inserted. Sale dates are: June 15, 1990; June 13, 1991; June 16, 1992; May 21, 1993; October 29, 1996 (The Victor and Irene Jacobs Collection); November 12, 1996 (without price list); November 25, 1997; June 26, 1998; December 7, 1999; June 26, 2000. #55519 A$45.00
15 Americana: THE AMERICANA LIBRARY OF LAIRD U. PARK, JR. 4to; pp. 328; numerous coloured & b/w. illustrations; original stiff wrappers; a fine copy in dustwrapper. New York; [Sotheby’s; 2000]. ***An important collection of 394 items including several voyages, much on the Lewis and Clark expedition and much else. List of prices realised loosely inserted. #52798     A$35.00
16   **Austin, K. A.**  THE LIGHTS OF COBB AND CO. The Story of the Frontier Coaches, 1854-1924. Cr. 8vo, Second Edition; pp. 228; 3 full-page maps, 24 plates, full-page diag., bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers; a nice copy. (Adelaide); Seal Books, Rigby; (1972). ***First published in 1967. #36927   A$25.00
17 Anderson, Hugh. **FAREWELL TO OLD ENGLAND.** A Broadside History of Early Australia. First Edition; pp. 212; several scores from the ballads of the time, bibliography, notes, index of song titles; original papered boards; a nice copy in slightly worn dustwrapper. Adelaide; Rigby Limited; (1964). ***From the first landing at Botany Bay. #8322 A$45.00
18  **Austin, K. A.**  *A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF COBB & CO.*
The Coaching Age in Australia, 1854-1924. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. [ii], 222(last 3 blank); 16 coloured plates, numerous b/w. illustrations, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Adelaide); Rigby; (1977). #8198  **A$75.00**
19 Adam Smith, Patsy; text by. **TASMANIA SKETCHBOOK.** Drawings by Max Angus. First Edition, Third Impression; pp. 56(last blank); 25 illustrations; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Adelaide); Rigby; (1975). #49771  

A$25.00
20  Andrews, Graeme.  **FIGHTING SHIPS OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND.** 1973-74 Edition. Demy 4to; pp. 64; numerous text illustrations (8 coloured), several tables; original wrappers (worn). (Kogarah, N.S.W.); Regency House; (1973).  ***Complete illustrated inventory of all current Australian and New Zealand navy vessels. #46492  A$15.00
21 **Archer, Michael; Hand, Suzanne J.; and Godthelp, Henk.** *RIVERSLEIGH. [The Story of Animals in Ancient Rainforests of Inland Australia].* 4to, First Edition; pp. 264; very numerous coloured illustrations (including panoramic fold-out plate), 2 appendices, bibliography, glossary, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. [Balgowlah; Reed Books Pty Ltd; 1991]. #45699

**A$65.00**
22 Andrews, Graeme. **PORT JACKSON 200.** [An affectionate look at Sydney Harbour]. 4to, First Edition; pp. 176; double-page & full-page maps, 12 plates (mostly coloured), numerous text illustrations, chronology of Notable Wrecks, Strandings and Other Incidents, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (Frenchs Forest, N.S.W.); Reed Books; (1986). #49044  
A$60.00
23 Atkins, Sir Hedley; KBE. DOWN. The Home of the Darwins. The Story of a House and the People who lived there. 4to, First Edition; pp. [viii], 132(last blank); 8 plates, 6 figures, 4 tables, references, index; original vinyl, gilt; a very good copy. London; Published under the auspices of The Royal College of Surgeons of England; (1974).

***Designed and printed at The Curwen Press. #65665 A$75.00
24 **Allen, W. E. D.; Editor. RUSSIAN EMBASSIES TO THE GEORGIAN KINGS (1589-1605).** Edited with Introduction, Additional Notes, Commentaries and Bibliography by W. E. D. Allen. Texts translated by Anthony Mango. 2 vols., First Edition; Vol. I, pp. xxxii, 368; 5 folding & 1 full-page maps, 11 plates (3 coloured); Vol. II, pp. x, 369-640, [6](blank); 1 folding map & 1 full-page coloured map, 2 coloured & 5 b/w plates, genealogical notes & tables, bibliography, index; original cloth; (a superficial waterstain to cloth of Vol. I, otherwise a fine set in dustwrappers). Cambridge; Published for the Hakluyt Society at the University Press; 1970. ***Hakluyt Society Second Series, Vols. 138 & 139. #19099 A$55.00
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25 Australian Navy: **AUSTRALIA’S NAVY 1995.** 4to, First Edition; pp. vi, 114; numerous coloured illustrations; original pictorial wrappers; a fine copy. (Canberra; Published for the Department of Defence, Chief of the Naval Staff by Australian Government Publishing Service); 1995. #32685  

A$20.00
26 **Australian Navy**: **AUSTRALIA’S NAVY 1991-92.** 4to, First Edition; pp. 96; numerous coloured illustrations; original pictorial wrappers; a fine copy. (Canberra; Published for the Department of Defence, Chief of the Naval Staff by Australian Government Publishing Service); 1991. #32579  

A$20.00
27  **Anderson, Elisabeth W. M.**  *ON FERTILE SOIL.* A History of Catholicism in the Adelaide Hills and the Parish of Stirling 4to, First Edition; ff. [iii], 6, pp. 7-136 (pagination irregular); several illustrations, chronology; original plastic comb binding; a fine copy. Stirling; Published by the Catholic Parish of Stirling; 1987.  

#34216  

**A$30.00**
28 Anderson, Captain Lindsay. **A CRUISE IN AN OPIUM CLIPPER.** Cr. 8vo, Facsimile Edition; pp. [3]-224, [2](blank); 8 full-page illustrations; original vinyl; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Melbourne; Published by Ibex; (1989). ***First published in 1891.***

#35788

A$40.00
29 **Australian Defence Forces:**  **DEFENCE UPDATE.**  [Two issues]. Number 7, December 1993 [and] Number 9, August 1994. 4to; pp. 44 and [ii], 18 respectively; numerous coloured illustrations; original pictorial wrappers; fine copies.  [Canberra; Published by Defence Public Relations for the Department of Defence]; 1993-94.  

#32879  

A$20.00
Anderson, George William. **A NEW, AUTHENTIC, AND COMPLETE COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ROUND THE WORLD,** Undertaken and Performed by Royal Authority. Containing a New, Authentic, Entertaining, Instructive, Full, and Complete Historical Account of Captain Cook’s First, Second, Third and Last Voyages, Undertaken by Order of his Present Majesty, for making New Discoveries in Geography, Navigation, Astronomy, &c. in the Southern and Northern Hemispheres, &c. &c. &c. and successively performed In the Years 1768, 1769, 1770, 1771--1772, 1773, 1774, 1775--1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, 1780. His First Voyage--being professedly undertaken in his Majesty’s Ship the Endeavour, for observing the Transit of Venus, and for making Discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere, and round the World. His Second--In the Resolution and Adventure, for making further Discoveries towards the South Pole, and round the World. His Third and Last--in the Resolution and Discovery, to the Pacific Ocean, for making Discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere, and to determine the Position and Extent of the West Side of North America; its Distance from Asia; and the Practicability of a Northern Passage to Europe. [Etc., Etc., 33 lines, closely set]. The Whole of these Voyages of Capt. James Cook, &c. being Newly written by the Editors from the Authentic Journals of several Principal Officers and other Gentlemen of the most distinguished Naval and Philosophical Abilities, who sailed in the various Ships; and now publishing under the immediate Direction of George William Anderson, Esq. Assisted very materially, by a Principal Officer who sailed in the Resolution Sloop, And by many other Gentlemen of the Royal Navy. AH
[monogram] London: Printed for Alex. Hogg, at the Original King’s Arms, No. 16, Pater-Noster-Row. Cr. folio; pp. iv, [5]-656(last unnumbered), [4](List of Subscribers); folding chart of the world and 156 full-page charts and plates agreeing exactly with the list at end; full contemporary calf (expertly re-jointed & with minor repairs to extremities; the folding chart with some neat tissue repairs & re-folded; about a dozen plates with neat marginal repairs; all plates & charts with imprints and captions entire with the sole exception of the plate at Page 640 which has the caption just shaved); an unusually good, and quite complete, copy of a book very difficult to obtain in fine, complete condition. London; Printed for Alex. Hogg; N.D. [c. 1786].

***In addition to Cook’s voyages, the work contains (between the accounts of the second and third voyages), accounts of the voyages of Byron (pp. 215-252), Wallis (pp. 252-274), Carteret (pp. 275-314), Phipps (pp. 315-335), Anson (pp. 336-370) and Drake (pp. 371-398). See Beddie 17-19; Hill, pages 5-6 (No. 18 in the second edition); Forbes 61. This copy appears to conform most closely to Beddie 19 and to Forbes 61 State II. The work, first issued or commenced in 1784, was reissued many times over a period of over 20 years and many minor differences are found between copies including the precise wording of the title-page and some variation in the number of listed maps and plates. In addition many copies seem to have been issued (or compiled) without the full complement of illustrations, up to a dozen or so being often lacking. As advertised by the publisher at the foot of Page 655, it was available both in 80 sixpenny parts or as a complete volume bound in full calf. In this copy, the list of illustrations on Page [656] lists 157 charts and plates in total - these are all present and are placed throughout at the appropriate locations (plus or minus a page) with the sole exception of the plate specified for Page 230 which is instead at Page 136. In addition this copy contains the four-page List of Subscribers, rarely present. Beddie 19 refers to a copy with the frontispiece dated 1781, which on first examination appears to be also the case with this copy, but we believe the date is in fact 1784 (as noted by Forbes - State II), with the digit 4 imperfectly printed. #33081

A$5500.00
31 Andrews, George G.  **FOURTEEN WEEKS ABOARD THE POLLY WOODSIDE IN 1904.** The Diary of George G. Andrews. First Edition; pp. 44 (last blank, pagination irregular); 17 illustrations; original wrappers; a fine copy. [Melbourne; Polly Woodside Melbourne Maritime Museum; 1997]. #29833  

A$15.00
32  Adams, James; Morgan, Robin; Bambridge, Anthony. **AMBUSH.** The War Between the SAS and the IRA. F’cap 8vo, Twelfth Impression; pp. viii, 200; 3 appendices, index; original stiff wrappers. (London); Pan Books; (1988). #31670  

A$16.00
33 Allied Geographical Section: **AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE SOUTHWEST PACIFIC AND ADJACENT AREAS.** Volume 4: Supplement to Volumes 1, 2 and 3. 4to, Second Edition; pp. xii, 230 (plus section titles); 3 folding maps of areas covered by the bibliography; typeset to match volumes 1 to 3 from the original 693-page duplicated typescript; original cloth-backed printed boards; (a few light pencil marks). Broadbeach Waters, Queensland; Pacific Press; 1990. ***The original duplicated typescript edition of volume 4 is very rare and it is known only a few copies exist in Australia mainly held by University Libraries. #26834 A$110.00
34  Adams, Marcus.  **PORTRAIT OF THE ROYAL FAMILY** of His Highness Prince Albert of York, later George VI, reproduced from a portrait by Marcus Adams, depicting the future King, his wife Elizabeth, and their two daughters Elizabeth (later Elizabeth II) and Margaret.  140 x 180 mm approx., plus margins; in fine condition.  No Imprint; c. 1932.  #28848  

A$10.00
35  Adam-Smith, Patsy. THERE WAS A SHIP. Cr. 4to, First Edition (in this form); pp. viii, 240(last blank); 3 maps (2 full-page), numerous illustrations (some full-page); original papered boards; a very good copy in slightly worn dustwrapper. (Melbourne); Nelson; (1983).

***Combined edition of “Moonbird People” and “There was a Ship”, published in 1965 and 1967 respectively. #15879   A$45.00
36  **Australian Navy: DESTROYERS [and] FRIGATES.** Two eight-page 4to, booklets, each with coloured illustrations & construction details of various vessels, together with single sheet, titled “The Fleet” with silhouettes of vessels in the Royal Australian Navy; original pictorial wrappers; fine copies. [Sydney; Navy Public Relations; c. 1992]. #32883

A$12.00
Adair, Jamie & Gillmer, Thomas C. **CONSTRUCTION AND STABILITY OF NAVAL SHIPS**. Cr. 4to; pp. 196(last blank); numerous figures; plain titled wrappers, (a few marks). No Imprint [Annapolis, MD; Naval Institute Press; 1953?]. ***An early facsimile of chapters 2-14 of this work, here re-paginated at foot of each page (the original was numbered in sections only). #32169 A$20.00
Asia: **INDIA AND BURMA.** Compiled and drawn in the Cartographic Section of the National Geographic Society for National Geographic Magazine. Gilbert Grosvenor, Editor. Albers Conical Equal-Area Projection. Scale 1:6,000,000 or 94.7 miles to the inch. Large folded coloured map, 725 by 600 mm; a very good copy. Washington; National Geographic Society; April, 1946. ***With political subdivisions “shown in a special map on the reverse side of this sheet”. #17819

A$45.00
39 Adams, William Howard; Editor. THE EYE OF TH[OMAS] JEFFERSON. 4to, First Edition; pp. xlii, 412; 12 coloured plates, very numerous b/w. illustrations, chronology, biographies, bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers. Washington; National Gallery of Art; 1976. ***Detailed annotated catalogue of a remarkable exhibition of important material drawn from a wide variety of sources illustrating Jefferson’s extensive interests and intellectual enquiries. #19659 A$45.00
40 Arago, Jacques. **NARRATIVE OF A VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD**, in the Uranie and Physicienne Corvettes, commanded by Captain Freycinet, during the Years 1817, 1818, 1819, and 1820; on a Scientific Expedition undertaken by Order of the French Government. In a Series of Letters to a Friend, by J. Arago, Draughtsman to the Expedition. To which is prefixed, the Report made to the Academy of Sciences, on the General Results of the Expedition. London: Treuttel and Wurtz, Treuttel, Jun. & Richter, 30, Soho-Square. 1823 2 Parts in 1 vol., 4to, Facsimile Edition; Part I, pp. viii, xxxii, 286(last blank); Part II, pp. [ii], 302(last 3 blank); folding map, 25 plates, appendices; original imitation vellum; a fine copy. [Amsterdam; N. Israel; 1971]. ***Bibliotheca Australiana No. 45. Facsimile of the First and Best Edition in English - see Ferguson 885. #2138 A$220.00
41  **Andreski**, Stanislav. **HERBERT SPENCER: Structure, Function and Evolution.** Edited and with an introductory essay by Stanislav Andreski. First Edition; pp. viii, 260(last 3 blank); bibliography, index; original papered boards; a very good copy ex-library copy in dustwrapper, with the usual markings and tape marks on endpapers and boards. London; Michael Joseph; (1971). #65766  **A$15.00**
43 Anderson, Hugh. **REFERENCE BOOK TO AUSTRALIAN HISTORY PICTURES.** Arranged and Edited by Hugh Anderson. First Edition; pp. xii, 132(last blank); 11 maps, 12 illustrations, index; original cloth (a little marked); a very good copy. London; Macmillan & Co Ltd; 1960. ***Starting with the Dutch explorers and Cook, first settlement, aboriginal artefacts, early farming and the expansion of settlement. #27953 A$20.00
44 Anderson, Iris; with Dennis Anderson. **MY BUSH BABIES.** [Foreword by Gerald Durrell]. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 128(last blank); 8 coloured plates, several b/w. illustrations; original papered boards, (name stamp on endpaper); a fine copy in dustwrapper. (South Melbourne); Macmillan; (1979). ***The care of orphaned kangaroos and other injured Australian wildlife. #65195 A$35.00
45 Allen, Grant. **English Worthies, Edited by Andrew Lang.**

**CHARLES DARWIN.** Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. viii, 206, [2](adv., for the series, verso blank), 12(inserted adv. dated September 1885); index; original sepia-printed papered boards (lightly worn & soiled; some foxing); fore & lower edges uncut (a couple of leaves a little carelessly opened); a very good copy; scarce. London; Longmans, Green, and Co.; 1886. ***From The Urwick Library, founded May, 1885, with label on endpaper and presentation inscription dated February 1886, but no other marks. This was the first volume in the series. #65603***

A$85.00
47  **Amundsen**, Roald. **THE SOUTH POLE**: An Account of the Norwegian Antarctic Expedition in the “Fram”, 1910-1912. Translated from the Norwegian by A. G. Chater. 2 vols., thick med. 8vo (approx.; 227 mm. by 165 mm.), First U.S. Edition; Vol. I, pp. xxxvi, 392; folding tinted General Map of the South Polar Region at end, 1 other map, 57 plates; Vol. II, pp. x, 450(last blank); 2 folding and 2 full-page charts, 16 other maps & charts, 43 plates, 7 text figures, folding sectional diagrams of the “Fram”, 5 scientific appendices, index; original dark blue cloth, lettered boldly in gilt; (slight wear to spine ends; name on endpapers); top edges gilt, others uncut; a very good set; very scarce.

New York; Lee Keedick; 1913. ***Spence 18. A variant of Renard 20, consisting of the sheets of the First London Edition (first impression), with the title-leaf in each volume replaced by cancel leaves with the U.S. details, and the last leaves with the English imprints neatly erased (as issued). It is identical in content to the First London Edition. #62497 A$2250.00
ANOTHER, CHEAP, BUT COMPLETE SET

48 Amundsen, Roald. THE SOUTH POLE: An Account of the Norwegian Antarctic Expedition in the “Fram”, 1910-1912. Translated from the Norwegian by A. G. Chater. 2 vols., thick med. 8vo (approx.; 230 mm. by 155 mm.), First U.S. Edition; Vol. I, pp. xxxvi, 392; folding tinted General Map of the South Polar Region at end, 1 other map, 57 plates; Vol. II, pp. x, 450(last blank); 2 folding charts and 2 full-page charts, 16 other maps & charts, 43 plates, 7 text figures, folding sectional diagrams of the “Fram”, 5 scientific appendices, index; original cloth (a little worn & discoloured; spines wrinkled); top edges gilt; (light marginal staining to most plates; the final folding chart to Vol. II crudely repaired with sticky tape); nevertheless a sound and complete set; scarce. New York; Lee Keedick; 1913. ***Spence 18; Renard 20; Rosove A9.B2. This edition consists of the sheets of the First London Edition (first impression), with the title-leaf and last leaf in each volume replaced by cancel leaves with the U.S. details, and is identical in content to the First London Edition. #62491 A$450.00
49  **Amos, Sheldon; M.A.  THE SCIENCE OF POLITICS.** Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. viii, 490, [4](adv.), [2](blank); index; original cloth, decorated in gilt & black (spine darkened); a very good copy; scarce. London; Kegan Paul, Trench, & Co., Ltd.; 1883.  ***The International Scientific Series, Vol. XLV.  #65823  A$65.00
50 Abelson, Philip H.; Edited by. RESEARCHES IN GEOCHEMISTRY. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. x, 518(last 7 blank); numerous figures (2 folding), numerous tables, references; original cloth (rubbed); a very good copy. New York; John Wiley & Sons, Inc.; (1959). ***Including geochronology. #65535 A$30.00
51 Anderson, Maxwell. **WINTERSET.** A Play in Three Acts. Cr. 8vo, Third U.K. Impression; pp. [vi], 134, [4](blank); original papered boards; (a little foxing); a very good copy in dustwrapper. London; John Lane, The Bodley Head; (1950). #12709  

A$15.00
52 Allan, Richard. **THE EUREKA UPRISING** by eye-witness Richard Allan. Presented by James H Allan. First Edition; pp. [ii], iv, 34; 9 illustrations from contemporary pencil sketches by Henry Winkles, notes; original wrappers; a fine copy. (Rosetta, Tas); James H Allan; 2004. #24730

A$10.00
53  **Auhl, Ian. BURRA AND DISTRICT.** A Pictorial Memoir. Cr. 4to, Second (?) Edition; pp. 216; 332 illustrations, chronology, Errata (on inside rear endpaper); original slick illustrated boards; a fine copy. (South Australia); Investigator Press Pty. Limited; (1992).  ***First published in 1977(?).  #22776  A$40.00

A$550.00
55 Andersen, Joe. **MURRAY RIVERMAN.** The Life of George Freeman. First Edition; pp. [vi], 190, [4](blank); original pictorial wrappers (worn). Melbourne; Hill of Content; (1985).

#29274

A$15.00
56  **Admiralty:**  **NAVAL MARINE ENGINEERING PRACTICE.**  
Volume I. Cr. 4to, First Edition, Second Impression; pp. xii, 298, [2] (blank); 1 coloured plate, 179 figures, 2 appendices, index; original cloth; a very good copy. London; Her Majesty’s Stationery Office; 1959 (1963). #32443  
A$40.00

#18300

A$45.00
58 American Gumwood: **BEAUTIFUL AMERICAN GUMWOOD.** A superb native hardwood for interior woodwork and furniture. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 24; 6 coloured & numerous b/w. illustrations; original wrappers. (Memphis, Tennessee); Gumwood Service Bureau of the Hardwood Manufacturers Institute; N.D. [c. 1930]. #64654

A$20.00
59  Aveling, Marian. *LILLYDALE*. The Billanook country, 1837-1972. Roy. 4to, First Edition; pp. 132; folding & double-page coloured maps, numerous illustrations (many coloured), bibliography, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in slightly torn dustwrapper. (Carlton); Gray Hunt; [1972]. #51961  

A$40.00
60 Armstrong, Lieut. G. E.; Late R.N. **TORPEDOES AND TORPEDO-VESSELS.** Illustrated with a frontispiece by Chevalier E. de Martino and numerous photographs and diagrams. Cr. 8vo (here copied to rectos of 4to sheets), Photocopy Facsimile of First Edition; pp. xvi, 288(last blank); frontispiece, 51 figures (illustrations & diagrams), 2 folding diagrams (these two, only, not here reproduced in full), several tables, index; plastic comb binding. London; George Bell and Sons; 1896. ***A useful reproduction of a scarce book. #62544 A$30.00
61 Angier, Natalie. THE CANON. A Whirligig Tour of the Beautiful Basics of Science. First U.K. Edition; pp. [x], 294(last blank); references, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. (London); Faber and Faber; (2007). #57505 A$35.00
62 Allan, Mea. **DARWIN AND HIS FLOWERS.** A Key to Natural Selection. First Edition; pp. 318, [2](blank); endpaper map, 19 coloured photos., 76 b/w. photos. & line drawings, glossary, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a very good copy in dustwrapper covered with adhesive plastic. London; Faber and Faber; (1977). ***Largely based on original material and unpublished letters of Charles Darwin, and also his published works on plants.***

#7323

A$50.00
63  Allan, J. Alex. **MEN AND MANNERS IN AUSTRALIA.** Being a Social and Economic Sketch History. First Edition; pp. 176(last 4 blank); 16 plates; original cloth; (some minor soiling); a very good copy, with remains of dustwrapper loosely inserted; scarce. Melbourne; F. W. Cheshire; 1945. #58247  

**A$35.00**

#65862 **A$75.00**
65 Anderson, Edward F. **PLANTS AND PEOPLE OF THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE.** Ethnobotany of the Hill Tribes of Northern Thailand. Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 280(last blank); full-page map, 200 illustrations on 76 fine coloured plates, a few text illustrations, 4 appendices, bibliography, general index, index to scientific plant names, index to common plant names; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper. Portland, Oregon; Dioscorides Press; (1993). #36614 A$85.00
66 **Australian Navy:**  **THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY.**
Defence: Protecting Australia. Roy. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 40; numerous coloured illustrations; original pictorial wrappers; a fine copy. No Place [Canberra; Defence Public Relations]; N.D. [c. 1995].

#64908  
A$20.00
67 Andrews, Graeme. **AUSTRALIA’S MARITIME HERITAGE.**

#29893

A$40.00
68  **Anderson, R. C.**  *The Rigging of Ships. In the Days of the Spritsail Topmast 1600-1720.*  Med. 8vo; pp. xiv, 278; 24 plates (some with extensive keys), several text figures, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper.  Greenwich; Conway Maritime Press; 1982.  ***First published 1927.  #24152   A$60.00
69  Adams, Brian.  **THE FLOWERING OF THE PACIFIC:**  Being an account of Joseph Banks’ travels in the South Seas and the story of his Florilegium.  Demy 4to, First Edition; pp. [xii], 196(last 2 blank); text map, 17 fine coloured plates & 38 other coloured illustrations, 17 b/w. illustrations, notes, bibliography, appendix on Banks’ Florilegium, index; original papered boards; a fine copy in dustwrapper.  (Sydney); Collins/British Museum (Natural History); (1986).  ***Including an account of the modern colour printing of this magnificent work.***  

#15307  

A$125.00
70  **American Civil War: THE JOSEPH LAICO COLLECTION OF THE CIVIL WAR.** 4to; pp. 84; numerous coloured & b/w. illustrations; original stiff wrappers. New York; Christie’s East; 1999. ***A remarkable collection of 253 lots including fine photographs, letters and other documents, weapons & accoutrements, etc. many illustrated. List of prices realised loosely inserted. #54497  A$30.00
71 **Americana:** PRINTED BOOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS INCLUDING AMERICANA. [Eleven Auction Catalogues]. 4to; pp. in total approx. 2000; numerous coloured & b/w. illustrations (some folding); original stiff pictorial wrappers. New York; Christie’s; 1990-2000. ***Listing over 3000 lots, many of great importance; each catalogue (but one) with list of prices realised loosely inserted. Sale dates are: June 8 and December 7, 1990; May 17/18 and December 5 (no price list), 1991; June 9 and November 20, 1992; May 20, 1994; January 26 and May 17, 1996; November 12, 1997; May 19, 2000. Including some fine book bindings. #55235 A$65.00
72 Architecture: ARCHITECTURE. Books on engineering, industrial arts and sciences, garden design, theatres & festivals, travel, costume, furniture, ornament & decoration, sculpture, etc. The Property of Henry Sotheran Ltd. 4to; pp. 154(last blank); numerous illustrations; original stiff wrappers. London; Christie’s; 1988. ***Listing 447 lots. #53780

A$20.00
73 Alexander, Field-Marshal Earl, of Tunis: **THE ALEXANDER MEMOIRS 1940-1945.** Edited by John North. First Edition; pp. xiv, 210; 16 double-page & 22 full-page battle maps, portrait frontispiece & 32 plates, index; original cloth; a nice copy in dustwrapper. London; Cassell; (1962). ***Including operations in North Africa, France & Belgium, Burma and Italy.*** #2977 A$50.00

#27724  

A$75.00
75  Australian War Memorial:  **TWO CALENDARS** issued by the Australian War Memorial. Gallantry Awards - Year 2001 Calendar. [and] Defence of Australia 1942 War in the Pacific - Year 2002 Calendar. Each with 12 coloured plates and explanatory text; in fine, unused condition. [Canberra]; Australian War Memorial; 2000-2002. #31926  A$15.00
76 Australian War Memorial: H.M.A.S. [and H.M.A.S. Mk. II, Mk. III, and Mk. IV]. Written and prepared by Serving Personnel of the R.A.N. 4 vols., 4to, all First Editions; each volume pp. 200; in total 86 coloured plates (15 mounted) and 64 b/w. plates, plus numerous illustrations, list of awards; all in original cloth; very good copies. Canberra; Australian War Memorial; 1942-43-44-45. ***Much on the Pacific, Malaya, New Guinea, Philippines, Borneo, etc., also the Middle East, the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean. #65827 A$95.00
77 Aston Martin: ASTON MARTIN OWNERS CLUB QUARTERLY. A good run of 12 issues from Number 65 to Number 76. 12 parts, large 8vo & 4to, each pp. 48 approx. (pp. in total 580); numerous illustrations; original wrappers; fine copies. [Essex; Aston Martin Owners Club; 1977-81]. ***Classic, Veteran and Vintage Aston Martins before they became completely overpriced. #16458 A$35.00
Art and Australia: AUSTRALIAN PAINTERS. Art and Australia Calendar for 1968. 13 leaves; 13 coloured plates; original spiral binding; a fine copy in original envelope. [Sydney]; Art and Australia [Ure Smith]; 1968. #18181 A$15.00
79 (Australian News and Information Bureau; Compiled, photographed, written and designed by). ROYAL VISIT to Australia of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh. 1954. Med. 4to, First Edition; pp. 104; numerous b/w & a few coloured illustrations; original papered boards in defective dustwrapper. (Sydney; Angus and Robertson Ltd); 1954. ***Official Commemorative Volume of the Royal Visit to the Commonwealth of Australia, 1954. #28582 A$30.00
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